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Chair of the International Arbitration Group, Gary Born, has been named one of the world's leading

arbitration practitioners in Who’s Who Legal’s International Who’s Who of Commercial Arbitration

2012. The publication places Born with a short list of other highly-regarded arbitration counsel and

arbitrators. In naming him, Who’s WhoLegal said, “Born is recognised as one of the most highly

nominated lawyers in this year’s research, and is a ‘formidably skilled and extremely effective

arbitrator’”

Earlier this year, Born received the inaugural "Advocate of the Year" award from the Global Arbitration

Review and is one of only three lawyers in the world, and the only lawyer in London, to receive global

“starred” status in Chambers rankings. He is described by competitors and clients in Chambers

and other publications as “awesome,” “inimitable,” “a force of nature,” “stellar,” a “powerful

advocate,” “extremely talented” and “utterly phenomenal.”

Partner and Vice Chair of the International Arbitration Group Franz Schwarz, Partner Steven Finizio,

and Partner and Vice Chair of the International Arbitration Group Rachael Kent also received high

levels of recommendation for commercial arbitration in Who’s Who Legal’s International Who’s Who

of Commercial Arbitration 2012.

Since 1996 Who's Who Legal has identified the foremost legal practitioners in multiple areas of

business law. In total, the site features over 10,000 of the World's leading private practice lawyers

from over 100 national jurisdictions. Who’s Who prides themselves on the integrity and authority of

their findings. It is impossible to buy entry into the publication.

To view the complete list of “Most Highly Regarded Individuals,” please click here.
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